Helios™ SurfaceMax™ Radiant Tubes:

- Increase your furnace’s throughput
- Tube life meets or exceeds your current tubes
- Measurable ROI

Helios™ Tubes vs Standard Tubes

- Helios™ SurfaceMax™ Radiant Tubes incorporate a texturized pattern that increases the tubes surface area by 6.35 percent
- Results in more even distribution of heat and heat output
- Tubes fit into existing bungs with no furnace modifications required
- Significant profitability increases in the short and long-term based on ability to increase furnace throughput

* Measurable ROI. Third-party testing demonstrated a 4% increase in efficiency using Helios™ SurfaceMax™ technology!
W Tubes vs Double P Tubes

Wondering if you should transition to W Tubes?

There are numerous benefits to W Tubes that your manufacturing operation should consider:

- Allow for more heat output
- Extended life based off heat uniformity
- You can switch to a more efficient, and lower NOX burner to accommodate the W Tubes (less expensive to maintain)

*When you layer in our Helios™ SurfaceMax™ technology, you experience efficiency that correlates directly to increased productivity and throughput.